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Abstract

A local model of interaction proposed for haptic render-
ing of rigid body motion is extended to the rigid body ma-
nipulation of articulated structures. In the proposed local
model, the motion constraints imposed on the user by the ar-
ticulated structure are rendered through the local dynamics,
while those imposed by other virtual objects are rendered
through impulsive, penalty, and friction contact forces. The
proposed local model is used to interface a planar haptic
device to a virtual world comprised of both rigid objects
and articulated structures moving within an enclosure of
rigid walls.

1. Introduction

By allowing users to touch and manipulate virtual envi-
ronments, haptic devices are potentially useful computer in-
terfaces for many applications, ranging from physical skill
training to entertainment. Due to their prospective advan-
tages, significant research effort has been dedicated to the
development of haptic control [8], [2] and simulation al-
gorithms [19], [6], [15] over the last ten years. Regard-
less of this effort, only a limited number of haptic aplica-
tions [3], [4] exist to date.

A major obstacle to the wide-spread use of haptic de-
vices is the lack of a technique to allow the interfacing of a
device to an arbitrary virtual environment simulation while
guaranteeing stable interaction and providing realistic force
feedback. Such a technique is challenging to develop be-
cause of the constraints imposed on the simulation by the

device controller, by our sense touch, and, very often, by
the application itself.

One constraint is the force ”refresh” rate which is of the
order of hundreds of Hz. The device controller needs this
high ”haptic rate” in order to create an adequate percep-
tion of rigidity, while our sense of touch needs it in order
to avoid perceptual artifacts, such as vibrations. Another
constraint is the passivity of the numerical methods used
to generate the virtual environment. The device controller
requires a passive simulation in order to guarantee stable
interaction while transferring power from the virtual envi-
ronment to the user [6]. A further constraint is the need
for realism of the simulated forces. A large number of hap-
tic applications require realistic forces and are useful only
if they accurately represent a physical phenomenon. Never-
theless, reported rendering frequencies of typical interactive
physically-based simulations of multi rigid body virtual en-
vironments are only of the order of tens of Hz [18], and they
can slow down further during complex interactions. In re-
sponse to the need for interaction stability and the need fora
high haptic rate, two general purpose approaches have been
suggested.

One approach improves the real time performance of
the virtual environment via new collision detection meth-
ods [11]. These methods allow general purpose rigid body
dynamic algorithms to be used for rendering complex vir-
tual environments. Simulations developed using this tech-
nique achieve required haptic rates only by using these col-
lision detection algorithms in conjunction with non-passive
numerical methods (penalty-based dynamic algorithms and
fixed step forward integration routines). Thus, stability of
interaction is not guaranteed [11].

Another approach decouples the force control loop from



the virtual environment, thus eliminating the haptic rate de-
mand from the simulation. As a result, passive virtual envi-
ronments of increased complexity can be rendered. In this
approach, a convincing haptic experience is created only if
the forces supplied to the control loop during one simulation
step are suitable approximations of the forces acting on the
object manipulated by the user (called the virtual tool) in the
virtual environment. Practically, this requires a local model
of the interaction to be used by the control loop to calculate
its setpoints [1], [5]. As the local model representation of
the interactions between the virtual tool and the virtual en-
vironment is improved, so is the feedback provided to the
user.

The present research proposes to take the second ap-
proach. That is, to meet the need for interaction stability
and the need for a high haptic rate by decoupling the force
control loop from the simulation through a local model of
interaction. The proposed model can be used for adding
realistic force feedback to the rigid body manipulation of
both rigid objects and articulated structures. In this model,
the interaction between the virtual tool and the virtual envi-
ronment is approximated by limiting the interaction of the
virtual tool to neighboring objects.

As shown in Figure 1, the local model consists of a dy-
namic proxy of the virtual tool and the geometric constraints
representing the contacts between the virtual tool and neigh-
boring objects. The dynamic proxy encapsulates the motion
constraints imposed on the user by the articulated struc-
ture. The geometric constraints encapsulate the motion con-
straints imposed on the user by objects neighboring the vir-
tual tool. As shown in Figure 1, the virtual environment
coordinates the virtual tool and the proxy using proxy state
information, while the controller coordinates the proxy and
the device using both state and force information.
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Figure 1. Communication between the virtual
environment, the local model of interaction,
and the haptic device.

The virtual environment maintains the quality of the lo-
cal approximation by updating the local geometry at each
step of the simulation. Local geometry improves the real-

ism of the haptic feedback in two ways: (i) it allows much
stiffer environments to be rendered because it simplifies lo-
cal collision detection and, thus, it allows a high control rate
to be achieved; and (ii) it allows users to feel physical phe-
nomena requiring fast force transitions, such as collisions
and stick-slip friction. Undesirable discontinuities that may
arise in the local interaction forces due to geometry updates
are avoided using the techniques discussed in [10].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly overviews three areas of related research, namely: (i)
local models used for decoupling of the force control loop
from the simulation, (ii) haptic manipulation of articulated
structures, and (iii) contact models used for haptic rendering
of rigid contact. Section 3 describes the local model of in-
teraction proposed in this work for the haptic manipulation
of articulated structures and the local modeling of contacts.
Section 5 presents the experimental setup used to imple-
ment the proposed local model and implementation results.
Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 6.

2. Related research

The earliest local model of force computation was de-
veloped for point interaction in a virtual environment and
consisted of a geometric description of the virtual con-
straint [1]. Force discontinuities due to geometry up-
dates were later reduced through the use of kinematic con-
straints [18] and then eliminated through linear interpola-
tion between old and new constraints [13].

The first local model for rigid body interaction in a vir-
tual environment included all active constraints, enabling
users to feel crisp, stiff contacts [5]. However, the model
exhibited instabilities during tightly constrained motions of
the virtual tool (peg-in-hole tasks). Therefore, it was used
to constrain only the translational degrees of freedom of the
device and rotation was constrained through a virtual cou-
pler.

The first local model for rigid body interaction in a vir-
tual environment used to constrain all degrees of freedom
of a device was proposed in [10]. It included all constraints
within a neighborhood of interest of the virtual tool, thus
displaying increased robustness to delay. Moreover, it in-
cluded a dynamic proxy that allowed much higher contact
stiffnesses to be achieved through the coordination of both
forces and positions between the proxy and the haptic de-
vice. This local model is extended in the present work to
the rigid body manipulation of articulated structures.

In prior research, haptic manipulation of articulated
structures was performed through a proxy that played the
role of a virtual coupler and enabled point interaction with
linkages [14], [15]. In these works, the focus was on devel-
oping efficient algorithms for simulating complex structures
at the high haptic rates. Therefore, the dynamics were de-



scribed in joint space. Constraint-based collision response
algorithms were also developed for the linkages. These al-
gorithms are appropriate for a single collision at one time
step. Moreover, the collision impulses are filtered through
the virtual coupler before they are applied to the user.

Applying impulses to the user was first proposed in [16]
with the aim of improving contact stability and the percep-
tion of rigidity. The impulses comprise forces acting over
one haptic cycle when a contact is intiated. They increase
the damping of the contact instantaneously, dissipating most
of the kinetic energy of the haptic device.

In the context of rigid body interaction in a virtual envi-
ronment, collision impulses were first used in a haptics ap-
plication in [7]. In that implementation, the virtual environ-
ment was simulated using an impulse-based technique and
difficulties arose due to multiple collisions occuring during
one haptic step.

Collision impulses combined with penalty-based contact
forces were used to render rigid body interaction in a planar
virtual world in [9]. The present work is the first to use
impulses in a local model of interaction. Furthermore, it
develops a collision response model suitable for multiple
collisions during one haptic step.

3. Approach

The proposed local model of interaction eliminates the
force feedback loop between the haptic device and the vir-
tual environment, thus shifting the communication delay
between them from delay in force computation to delay
in geometry update. Continuity of geometry at updates is
maintained in this local model through prediction and inter-
polation of constraints [10], while the force feedback pro-
vided to the user is improved through the techniques pre-
sented in the following sections. These techniques allow
the user to operate virtual linkages and to perceive colli-
sions more realistically.

3.1. Local dynamics

Haptic manipulation of linkages is incorporated in the
proposed local model by defining the virtual tool to be the
entire articulated structure if the user holds one of its links
(see Figure 1). This definition encapsulates motion con-
straints imposed on the user by the linkage topology into
the local proxy dynamics and it requires neighboring con-
tacts of all links to be sent to the local model.

Regardless of whether the virtual tool is a rigid object
or a linkage, the local proxy dynamics can be described in
configuration space through:�q =D�1 (� �G) . (1)

whereq, _q, and�q are vectors of configuration space pos-
tions, velocities, and accelerations,D is the configuration
space mass matrix, andG are gravitational forces. For com-
putational simplicity, Coriolis and centrifugal effects have
been neglected in Equation (1).� is the vector of configu-
ration space contact forces and is computed by:� =Xi JTc;i � F i, (2)

whereJTc;i andF i are the contact Jacobian and the contact
force of thei-th contact, respectively. Contact forces are
computed according to the contact force model described
in the folowing section and they are reflected to the user
through: F env;h = J yhXi JTc;iF i, (3)

whereJ yh is the dynamically consistent inverse of the proxy
Jacobian at the hand [12].

3.2. Local contact model

Contact stability and the perception of rigidity are im-
proved in the local model by computing contact forces using
a technique similar to that proposed in [16]. This technique
includes a collision impulse upon contact and an interac-
tion force during contact. A shown in Figure 2, each local
contact can be in one of three possible contact states: no
contact, colliding contact, or continuous (sticking or slid-
ing) contact.
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no penetration no penetration

penetration

penetration,
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penetration
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Figure 2. Local contact states.

While state transitions occur based on local contact in-
formation, collision resolution must be computed globally.
This condition is imposed by the fact that multiple collisions
may occur during a single haptic step. However, existing
collision resolution schemes model only one rigid body im-
pact and they use heuristics to sequence collisions detected
simultanously.

In the proposed local model, post-impact contact veloc-
ities are determined at each contact individually based on



Poisson’s restitution hypothesis. Nevertheless, they may
impose inconsistent requirements on the post-impact con-
figuration space velocities, i.e., the system:0B@v+c;1...v+c;n1CA = 264J c;1

...Jc;n375 _q+ = J c _q+. (4)

may be inconsistent. In Equation (4),v+c;i is the post-impact
velocity of thei-th contact computed using Poisson’s resti-
tution hypothesis and_q+ is the post-impact configuration
space velocity. The inconsistency is resolved by computing
the least squares solution of Equation (4):_q+ = �JTc � J c��1 � JTc 0B@v+c;1...v+c;n1CA . (5)

The computed change in configuration space velocities
results in a change in the configuration space momentum of
the proxyP cs equal to:P cs =D � _q+ � _q�� , (6)

where _q� is the configuration space velocity vector before
the collisions. The force applied to the user’s hand due to
the simulataneous collisions can then be computed by trans-
ferring the desired configuration space change of momen-
tum at the hand and assuming that it is due to a constant
force acting over one haptic step:F env;h = JyhP cs�t , (7)

where�t is the haptic time step.
During continuous contact, the interaction force at thei-

th contact has a component normal to the contact, modeling
stiffness and computed by:F c;i = �KcnTc;i (ci;env � ci)�BcnTc;i (J c;i _q)�nc;i,

(8)
and a component tangential to the contact, modeling fric-
tion and computed using a simplified Coulomb model. In
Equation (8),ci;env andnc;i are the constraint position and
outward normal received from the virtual environment sim-
ulation,ci is the position of the contact on the proxy, andKc andBc are the contact stiffness and damping.

4. System implementation

The local model of interaction described in Section 3 has
been used to interface a planar twin pantograph haptic de-
vice [17] to a virtual environment using the two processor

hardware architecture described in [10]. In this architec-
ture, the virtual environment is simulated at about 30-60Hz
on a 450MHz Pentium III PC running Windows 2000 and it
updates the local model infrequently, whenever it has com-
pleted a simulation step. The local model is computed at
500 Hz on the haptic server, a 450MHz Pentium III PC run-
ning VxWorks. The haptic server also computes the device
control and coordinates force and position information be-
tween the local model and the device using a four channel
teleoperation controller optimized for transparency [17].

5. Experiments

The performance of the proposed local model of interac-
tion is evaluated using the virtual environment depicted in
Figure 3. The environment consists of an enclosure of rigis
walls (light color), a moving virtual object (dark color), and
a grounded articulated structure with three links (last link
is shown in light color). The dark region around the virtual
articulated structure represents the neighborhood of the vir-
tual tool when the user holds one of the links of this struc-
ture. The geometry of this region is used by the local model
for contact force computation.

Figure 3. Testbed virtual environment.

Two experiments are performed. The first experiment
investigates the stability of contact for two different lo-
cal contact models: (i) a model comprising penalty-based
forces alone and (ii) a model comprising penalty-based
forces during continuous contact and impulses upon con-
tact. In the experiment, the user’s hand is replaced by
a constant force of2N applied onto a virtual rectangu-
lar rigid object. This force drives the object into a virtual
wall with stiffnessKcontact = 15000N=m and dampingBcontact = 20Ns=m. The results for the two contact mod-
els, shown in Figures 4 and 5, demonstrate that collision



impulses improve the stability of contact in the proposed
local model.
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Figure 4. Contact force and device position
when an object is pushed into a virtual wall
and no colliding contacts exist in the local
model.

The second experiment investigates the ability of the
configuration space proxy dynamics to impose constraints
due to the topology of the virtual tool on the user. The user
manipulates the articulated structure shown in the testbed
virtual environment by holding it from the third link (light
color in Figure 3). The errors between the master and proxy
position and the contact forces are plotted in Figures 6
and 7. The device follows the proxy closely, thus demon-
strating that the local dynamics can successfully enforce the
topology of the structure on the user’s hand.

6. Conclusions

A local model of interaction developed for haptic render-
ing of rigid body motion has been extended to the rigid body
manipulation of articulated objects. In the proposed local
model, motion constraints due to proxy topology are ren-
dered through its mass matrix and motion constraints due
to other virtual objects are rendered through contacts. Fur-
thermore, the local contact model is extended to include a
collision state, rendered to the user through collision im-
pulses.

The main limitations of the technique are the degradation
of performance during swift user motions and the computa-
tional expense of local dynamics for large articulated struc-
tures. Future work will investigate techniques for improving
local geometry based on the prediction of user motion and
techniques for reducing the computational burden of local
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Figure 5. Contact force and device posi-
tion when an object is pushed into a virtual
wall and colliding contacts exist in the local
model.

dynamics based on updating it from the virtual environment
simulation.
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